Notice and Call for Papers

The University of Alabama will host the second annual Southeastern Writing Center Conference on February 6, 1982. This conference will be a one-day event in which speakers from colleges and universities throughout the Southeast (and other areas) will present papers on issues relevant to writing center administration. The theme of this year's conference is "problem solving in the writing center: confronting the day-to-day difficulties of center operation."

Anyone interested in submitting a paper or a detailed abstract should do so before December 1 (preference will be given to early submissions). Papers must be short enough to be presented within fifteen minutes, and will be returned only if postage is included. Send papers or abstracts to: Dr. Gary A. Olson, President/Southeastern Writing Center Association/Drawer AL/Univ. of Alabama/University, AL 35486.

The Writing Instructor is a journal designed to meet the needs of writing/composition instructors and tutors in secondary and higher education. The Editorial Board solicits material of the following nature:

• articles of 8-10 double-spaced pages which blend theory and pedagogy to the practical ends of classroom experience
• successful classroom techniques or plans
• notes on resources
• announcements

Subscription to the quarterly publication is $8.00 annually for individuals and $12.00 annually for institutions (includes microfiche). Please send material and subscription requests to: The Writing Instructor, c/o Freshman Writing Program, University of Southern California, Los Angeles CA 90007